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The hidden costs of
business printing
€24bn lost productivity
€7bn

€7bn lost productivity
attributed to printers
and printer technology

IT underperformance
results in annual €24 billion
lost productivity, with
around €7 billion attributed
to printers

48% of issues with printing are derived from
centralised print models
57% of issues with printing relate to
maintenance problems
62% of IT managers feel that a key advantage of
upgrading systems/hardware is reduced employee
frustration
29% are frustrated with leaving their desk areas
to retrieve prints from centralised printer banks
27% are concerned about printer queues and
lack of availability when printing at short notice
42% currently face issues with time and cost wastage

Source: Coleman Parkes Research1
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Less stop, more go
Eliminate traditional printer frustrations and free up your business with the
latest WorkForce Pro RIPS business printers. The advanced Replaceable
Ink Pack System (RIPS) technology uses super-high-yield ink supply units
for printing up to 84,000 pages between ink changes2.
This eliminates most of the physical waste involved in printing when
compared to comparable colour laser printers. But that’s just the start.
It also significantly reduces time and hassle, helps you to meet your
environmental goals and improves productivity by providing the benefits
of a distributed printer fleet.

Save time

Eco-friendly

Print up to 3.5x faster than lasers and/or colour
copiers8. Cut time spent on interventions such
as managing and disposing of supplies, making
service calls and attending to component failures
by up to 98% compared to lasers8. Reduce the
IT support burden caused by fixing user errors,
such as incorrectly installed supplies.

Four ink supply units, or a mountain of toners,
photoconductors, drums and packaging?
No contest. Plus, WorkForce Pro RIPS
significantly lowers the environmental burden
of logistics and recycling to help you meet your
environmental targets. As well as using up to
95% less energy, Epson’s WorkForce Pro RIPS
models produce up to 99% less waste.8

Economical

Reliability certified

Lower the cost of all that wasted time
and energy and streamline your supplies
management with Epson RIPS technology.
Achieve predictable print costs while reaping
the productivity benefits of the distributed
print model.

After extensive testing our WorkForce Pro
RIPS business inkjet printers were rated
‘reliability certified’ and ‘highly recommended’
by Buyers Laboratory Inc, the imaging
industry’s leading independent authority.
The results speak for themselves.

95

%

‘Up to 95% lower
energy consumption
than competitive
colour lasers’
8
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Up to 84,000 pages of
uninterrupted printing
2

84,000
High performance, low intervention
Keep your business moving with WorkForce Pro RIPS. Forget
frequent time-wasting interruptions to change consumables, deal
with supplies mis-management, fix problems or wait for IT support.
Just concentrate on smooth, on-demand business printing.
Predictable print costs
Available as part of a Managed Print Service, WorkForce Pro
RIPS printers can help to create a distributed printer fleet that
both handles the demands of busy workgroups and delivers
predictable print costs.
Proximity and security
The benefits of a distributed printer fleet include easy access,
confidentiality and control, which all contribute to enhanced
workflow. The local distributed print model is particularly useful
where confidentiality and fast, direct access to prints is crucial.
This includes senior management, legal and HR environments, and
customer-facing staff like teachers, doctors, nurses and retail staff
who can’t leave customers, patients or students while they
go off to pick up prints.
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Achieve predictable
print costs and benefit
from the increased
productivity of a
distributed print
fleet that matches
your workflow

Make needless waste
a thing of the past
Epson’s new WorkForce Pro Replaceable Ink Pack System (RIPS)
virtually eliminates the traditional frustrations of business printing, such
as wasted time, needless expense, lost productivity and needless
environmental impact.
Instead businesses can enjoy an accessible, reliable, secure, high
quality distributed print resource that delivers what they need when they
need it, and makes it much easier to achieve predictable print costs.

Refer to
service
manual

Order more
supplies

Reduced downtime

Increased productivity

Low intervention reduces
time-wasting interruptions

Enables distributed printers that
deliver local high quality printing

Reduces downtime with proven
Epson PrecisionCore technology

Print queue
back log

Reduces waiting time for prints
Adds security and confidentiality
with local print collection

Simple supplies management

Low IT support costs

Reduces levels of lost, stolen, expired
or end of life supplies

Reduces time handling support
calls and waiting around

Frees up time from simplified consumables
stock management
Reduces supplies storage
space requirements

IT support
needed

Reduces time spent fixing printers
after misuse of supplies
Enables more efficient, targeted
use of IT resources

Environmental responsibility
Reduces supplies waste
Dispose
of supplies
waste

Helps to meet your environmental targets
Eliminates the need to manage complicated
collection and recycling programmes
Reduces carbon footprint for logistics

Reduce supplies waste
The amount of laser cartridges and packaging waste required
to print 75,000 black and 50,000 colour pages4.
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Move your business forward
with inkjet printing
The wait for a better quality, more reliable printing solution for your
business is over – move your business forward with the WorkForce
Pro business inkjet printer range. At Epson, we have optimised our
unique print head technology for business applications. The efficiency,
simplicity and economy of inkjet printing provides businesses with an
number of advantages over laser.
Business inkjet/Laser
Simple mechanism/Complex mechanism

No contact with paper/Contact with paper

The simple underlying principle of inkjet printers is the ‘ejection’
of ink from the print head on to the paper. Laser printing, however,
is a multi-step printing process that involves charging, exposure,
development, transfer and fixing. As a result, laser printers comprise
various interdependent parts in a complex mechanism.

Inkjet printers eject liquid ink and require no contact between
the print head and paper. In laser printers, powdered ink (toner)
attached to the photoreceptor drum is transferred by being brought
into contact with the paper.
Liquid ink/Powdered ink (toner)

Uses no heat/Uses heat
Epson inkjet printers adopt the piezo system of using precisely
controlled mechanical pressure to eject ink. In laser printers,
high-temperature heating is required to fix toner onto the paper.

Inkjet printers use liquid ink for printing. The ink droplets are ejected
directly onto the paper surface. The toner used in laser printers is
powdered ink. To stop the powder from detaching from the paper
following transfer, heat and pressure are applied to fuse it.

Less maintenance, less downtime

Maintenance
box

First transfer
unit

Second transfer
unit

Development
unit

Fixing unit

Paper pick-up
rollers

Waste toner
box

Photoreceptor
x 4 colours

Toner cartridge
x 4 colours

Ink packs

Paper pick-up
rollers

The business inkjet difference

Laser printers

Inkjet printers have an extremely simple structure for ejecting
ink from the print head onto the paper, with only three parts
that require periodic replacement: the ink packs, maintenance
box, and paper pick-up rollers*. These can be replaced quickly,
so printer maintenance time and hassle is reduced, and office
downtime minimised.

Because of the multi-step printing process mechanism used in laser
printers, not only is it necessary to replace the toner cartridges, but
also the photoreceptor, developing unit, transfer unit, and fusing units.
Moreover, because the replacement intervals for these components
are different, maintenance needs to be performed frequently.

* WorkForce Pro RIPS WF-C869RDTWF
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Low power consumption,
low running cost
Because inkjet printers use no heat in the printing process, they consume
far less power than laser printers, which in turn reduces the running cost.

Business
inkjet

Laser

Up to

95%
lower

Power
consumption

1.53 wh

Power
consumption

23.55wh

WorkForce Pro
WF-R5690DTWF

Laser printer
technology

Comparison of power consumption

Power consumption used for 5 minutes printing.
Test data is from a lab test commissioned by Epson and conducted by Buyers Laboratory LLC (BLI).

The business inkjet difference
The energy-saving design, made possible by Epson’s piezo print
heads, generates no heat. Our inkjets thus contribute to limiting
the hidden energy costs and environmental burden of everyday
office operations.

Comparison of total yearly power consumed
Power
consumption
(Wh)

See how much electricity you can save by using our online
calculator www.epson.co.uk/eco-saving
Laser printers
During the printing process, laser printers use a lot of power in
heating and fusing toner. In particular, when resuming operation
from the standby mode, the fusing unit must be heated to operating
temperature. In offices that conduct intermittent printing of
numerous small volume jobs, repeated warming up from standby
mode leads to higher power consumption.

Epson WorkForce Pro
WF-R5690DTWF

Competitor A
laser printer

Competitor B
laser printer

Competitor C
laser printer

Devices were tested in default mode and per BLl’s proprietary standard energy
consumption test methods. Weekday Energy Use = 2 x 4 hour BLI energy testing
workload printing+ 16 hours sleep. Weekend Energy use = 48 hours sleep.
BLI workload test pattern (submitted 6 times over 4 hour period): comprising, .doc, .xls,
.ppt, .pdf, .html and outlook total 19 pages in simplex and duplex. Test data is from a
lab test commissioned by Epson and conducted by Buyers Laboratory LLC (BU).
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Reducing CO2 emissions
and environmental impact
Low power consumption and the minimisation of waste with highcapacity ink packs not only reduce costs, but also contribute to
reducing environmental load.
When evaluating the impact of materials and manufacturing and use,
the CO2 emissions of Epson’s business inkjets are considerably lower
than those of lasers, demonstrating their environmental performance.

‘Up to 92% fewer CO2 emissions
from raw materials sourced and
manufactured to produce RIPS
consumables than those of
comparable laser products’
3

See how much CO2 you can save by using our online calculator
www.epson.co.uk/eco-saving

Minimise hassle and cost
with high capacity ink packs
Epson has developed new high-capacity ink packs for business use.
By reducing replacement frequency, operating efficiency and cost
performance are increased.
Business
inkjet

Laser

Reduce supplies waste
The total amount of consumables and packaging waste required to print 100,000 pages.
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Rapid first page
printing
Business inkjets require no warm-up time because they use no heat
in printing, so rapid printing is possible from the first sheet.

Business Inkjet
sec

Epson WorkForce Pro
WF-R5690DTWF

Laser
sec

Laser printer technology
Time(sec)

First page out time comparison
First page out time of Workforce Pro R5690DTWF is 11.44 seconds, up to three and a half times faster than lasers.
Measuring method: Time taken to print and deliver the first page after 5 minutes sleep.
Test data is from a lab test commissioned by Epson and conducted by Buyers Laboratory LLC (BLI).

The business inkjet difference
With Epson’s piezo technology, there is no need to preheat
the fixing unit so warm-up time can be eliminated. As a
result, operation can be resumed from standby much more
quickly, and rapid printing performed from the first sheet.

Difference between printing processes

Business
inkjet

pass

Image processing
pass

Rapid first page out

Printing

START

Laser printers
Because laser printers use heat to fix toner on to the paper, they
need warm-up time to accumulate heat in the fusing unit when they
are switched on. Moreover, because laser printers process image
data in units of pages, they cannot start printing until a page of data
has been processed. Subsequently, more time is taken between
sending a document to print and the first sheet being printed.

FINISH

Image processing (1page)

Laser

Printing 1 (1page)
START
PRINT JOB SENT

FINISH
For illustrative purpose only

For illustrative purposes only.
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Outstanding results,
even on plain paper
The business inkjet difference

The volume of ink and toner required to print the same image

The volume of liquid ink required to print the same image is less
than half that of powdered ink. This translates into smaller and fewer
ink packs. Moreover, Epson has designed a new ink pack suited
to heavy duty business use, enabling a greater quantity of ink to
be equipped while preserving quality. The replacement frequency
of consumables is dramatically reduced, leading to big savings in
maintenance costs and reductions in waste.

The space between the powder ink particles includes air, so the
toner takes up a greater volume than liquid ink.

Liquid ink

Powdered ink (toner)

Laser printers
The toner used by laser printers takes up more than twice as
much volume as the inkjet liquid ink required to print the same
image. This difference is further accentuated when the toner
is placed in cartridges. This results in toner cartridges requiring
more frequent replacement.

With the flexibility to print on a diverse range
of paper types, business inkjet printers can
support a wide variety of business needs.
The business inkjet difference
As the ink is directly ejected on to the paper, it is possible to print
even on specialist media, including heat-sensitive film and thick
card. Moreover, because Epson’s business inkjet printers use
insoluble and marker-resistant pigment-based ink for all colours,
they can be used to print waterproof labels and even promotional
materials on glossy paper.
Laser printers
In laser printers, the toner that is attached to the photoreceptor
by static electricity is fused on to paper by heat and pressure.
As a result, the paper sometimes becomes creased and warped
during the fusing.
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Diagrams are for illustrative purposes only.

Epson Open Platform
Integrate into
workflows

Administer
centrally,
manage
easily

S

O

Reduce waste
and energy
consumption

RM

Increase
return on
investment

EP

EOP enables the seamless integration of Epson
multi-function printers with web-based enterprise
applications and existing workflows. It provides
complete control of printing operations, making
your Epson multi-function printers fully flexible and
customisable, enabling them to adapt to meet
changing needs as business goals and enterprise
IT systems evolve.

N

OPE

N PLA

TF

O

Apply your
own print
policies

Monitor and
report on usage

Epson’s integration with PaperCut MF
The integrated solution combines the low running costs, reliability and reduced
environmental impact of Epson’s devices with the ability to control and manage
print volumes to reduce operational expenses. Businesses of any size can
manage, account for and recover print, copy, fax and scan output via a user
login or card ID.

Epson Device Admin
Easily manage and control an entire fleet of printers and
scanners remotely.

Find out more at:
www.epson.co.uk/eda

Save time and control costs
Pro-actively manage and organise your networked devices
remotely in the most effective way for your business, as well as
taking advantage of cost and time savings such as increased
device uptime.

Automate processes
Set automatic alerts based on device events and clone
a device configuration to multiple devices in one step for
increased productivity.

Fit into any business environment
Benefit from its advanced features regardless of your company
size and IT infrastructure through Windows client and server
compatibility.

Take control and analyse device usage
Easily create a customised report that is delivered automatically
to your email, providing you with device usage and analytics to
help maintain performance levels.

Easy to use
Epson Device Admin is intuitive, with an easy-to-use interface
that makes it quick and simple to perform complex processes,
leaving you free to manage your business.

Flexible management adapts to your needs
Streamline your business printing by creating device groups based
on location, model, type, etc. or using historical reporting to identify
devices that are underutilised or have specific functionality.
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The WorkForce Pro
RIPS range
Tried, tested and ready to deliver
Drawing on our established expertise in industrial and commercial
printing, Epson’s WorkForce Pro printers are robust and reliable. They
also use up to 95 percent less energy than competitive colour lasers3.
New WorkForce Pro RIPS technology delivers up to 84,000 business
quality prints between ink changes2. With duplex printing, compatibility
with Document Capture Pro and Email Print for Enterprise7 workflow
solutions, the WorkForce Pro RIPS range is all about business.
CMY Ink supply units for
WorkForce Pro RIPS

WF-R5190DTW

WF-R5690DTWF

WF-C869RDTWF

–	A4 colour printer

–	A4 colour printer, scanner,
copier, fax

–	A3+ colour printer, scanner,
copier, fax

–	Up to 34ppm mono, 30ppm
colour (20ppm ISO)5

–	A4 printing up to 35ppm
mono/colour (24ppm ISO)5

–	Page yield up to 75,000
mono and 50,000 colour
pages2

–	Page yield up to 86,000
mono and 84,000 colour
pages2

Specifications as per model
WF-C869RDTWF, plus:

–	Maximum monthly duty cycle
up to 45,000 pages6

–	Maximum monthly duty cycle
up to 75,000 pages6

–	Includes 2 extra 500 sheet
paper cassettes

–	Standard 580-sheet
paper capacity

–	Standard 835-sheet paper
capacity

–	1,835-sheet paper capacity

–	Up to 34ppm mono,
30ppm colour (20ppm ISO)5
–	Page yield up to 75,000
mono and 50,000 colour
pages2
–	Maximum monthly duty cycle
of 45,000 pages6
–	Standard 580-sheet
paper capacity

8

WF-C869RD3TWFC

–	Includes cabinet stand

8

9

Research conducted by Coleman Parkes on behalf of Epson Europe, among 1,250 EU5 businesses of 50 – 500 and 500+ employees. Respondents were IT decision makers. 250 businesses took part per country
(UK, France, Italy, Germany, Spain) operating within the Financial, Retail and general corporate markets. Research took place February, 2014. 2Approx. page yield. Actual yield will vary depending on images printed
and usage conditions. For more information visit www.epson.eu/pageyield 3For more information visit www.epson.co.uk/inkjetsaving 4Comparison based on the WorkForce Pro WF-R5690 v. HP LaserJet Pro 400
M475 Series. For more information, visit www.epson.co.uk/inkjetsaving 5Determined in accordance with ISO/IEC 24734 showing the average of ESAT from the Office Category. Test for default A4 simplex and
duplex. For more information, please visit www.epson.eu/testing 6The maximum number of printed pages per month based on the performance capabilities of the printer, including ISO rated print speeds and paper
handling capabilities. 7Find out more about Email Print for Enterprise at www.epson.co.uk/epe 8As tested by Buyers Laboratory Inc, over two months to April 2015. BLI is the imaging industry’s leading independent
authority. For more information visit www.epson.co.uk/inkjetsaving. 9Outstanding achievement in innovation for RIPS technology
A4489_RIPS_Brochure_1EN-GB_03/17
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For more information please contact:
Telephone:	01952 607111 (UK)+
01 436 7742 (Republic of Ireland)
E-mail:
enquiries@epson.co.uk
Chat:
etalk.epson-europe.com
Fax:
0871 222 6740
+

Web:	www.epson.co.uk
www.epson.ie

Local call rate.

Trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of Seiko Epson Corporation or their respective owners.
Product information is subject to change without prior notice. Wi-Fi is a registered mark of the Wi-Fi Alliance.
Wi-Fi CERTIFIED and Wi-Fi Direct are marks of the Wi-Fi Alliance. The Wi-Fi CERTIFIED Logo is a certification mark of the Wi-Fi Alliance.

